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Abstract: Machine translation has been proved worthwhile, in terms of time
saving and productivity gains, in technical and administrative translation
domains. In order to examine whether this also applies to audio description, an
experiment comparing the efforts of creating an audio description from
scratch, of translating it manually from English into Catalan and of postediting its machine translated version has shown that the objective post-editing
effort is lower than creating it ex novo. However, the subjective effort is
perceived to be higher.
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Introduction

The presence of audiovisual content in our society is increasing at a dramatic pace. New ways
of making this growing volume of audiovisual content accessible to all audiences faster – and
at lower costs, if possible – need to be researched and developed, and the implementation of
technologies in audiovisual translation (AVT) seems to be the way forward, as it has already
been proved efficient in other translation domains.
Machine translation (MT) is one of the technologies that is becoming common
practice in the professional translation arena (Koponen 2015, Daems et al. 2015), and
translators’ productivity gains using MT have been broadly demonstrated (Guerberof 2009;
Plitt and Masselot 2010). MT with post-editing (PE) – that is, with a revision by a
professional – is already part of the workflow of many translation service providers dealing
with technical texts and also of public administrations aiming “to quickly check the general
meaning of incoming information” (European Commission n.d.). However, “[t]he adoption
rate of MT and PE processes naturally varies in different countries and language pairs”
(Koponen 2015: 3), and in translation domains, too. This is where audiovisual translation in
general, and audio description in particular, lags behind. Audio descriptions, the translation of
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images into words addressed to an audience who cannot access the visual content
(Maszerowska et al. 2014), are nowadays generally created independently in each language
and are only seldom translated, being the application of MT being non-existent to the best of
our knowledge.
This article presents the results of an experiment in which MT was implemented in
audio description (AD) for the English-Catalan language pair. The experiment compared the
effort, both objective and subjective, in three different scenarios: when creating an audio
description in Catalan (AD creation), when translating an English audio description into
Catalan (AD translation), and when post-editing a machine-translated audio description from
English into Catalan (AD PE). Our ultimate aim is to explore whether MT could be
satisfactorily deployed in audio description, hence the focus of the analysis is the comparison
of AD PE in relation to AD creation, which is currently the standard process. However,
another possibility has also been taken into account, i.e. human translation, a process already
discussed in the literature in relation to audio description (Matamala 2006, Jankowska 2013).
Results in this regard are also provided, although they are discussed to a lesser extent.
The article begins with an overview of related work. Next, the experimental set-up is
presented, with a thorough description of the participants, test data, effort assessment
methods, test development, and statistical methods used. In the following section, a
comprehensive exposition of the results is presented and discussed, and finally, conclusions
are drawn while proposing directions for further research.

Related work

The application of MT to audiovisual content is still in its early stages. In recent decades the
EU has funded several projects dealing with the automatic generation of subtitles and their
translation into multiple languages both in media – MUSA (2002-2004), eTITLE (20032005), SUMAT (2011-2014) and EU-BRIDGE (2012-2014) –, and educational content –
transLectures (2011-2014) and EMMA (2014-2016). Research has also been carried out to
assess the quality of machine-translated or post-edited audiovisual translations such as
subtitles (Armstrong et al. 2006; Volk 2009; Del Pozo et al. 2014) and, more recently, voiceovers (Ortiz-Boix and Matamala 2015). However, the implementation of MT in audio
description has not yet attracted the attention of many researchers, and only the ALST project
(Matamala 2015) has ventured into the topic, proving so far the feasibility of machine
translating filmic AD in the Catalan-Spanish language pair (Ortiz-Boix 2012). This article is
part of that project, and focuses on comparing the effort involved in generating an AD when
using different methods. That is why this section will succinctly describe previous research in
post-editing effort, placing special emphasis on its measurement.
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The general framework used in many studies to assess post-editing effort is Krings’
(2001) proposal. Krings differentiates between temporal, technical and cognitive effort.
Temporal effort is the total time spent on post-editing a text, technical effort refers to the
operations carried out to post-edit the text, and cognitive effort applies to the mental
processes involved in identifying errors in raw machine-translated texts and in deciding on
the necessary steps to correct them.
Measuring temporal effort is straightforward. Technical effort can also be directly
observed by using methods such as key-logging technologies (Guerra 2003, Tatsumi and
Roturier 2010). However, cognitive effort is not directly observable. Krings (2001) used
think-aloud protocols to determine cognitive effort, but he noticed that this method affected
the total process time. Other technologies, such as key-logging (O’Brien 2004) and eyetracking (O’Brien 2011, Carl et al. 2011), have successfully been used, since they allow
subjects’ behaviour to be recorded unobtrusively in real time. Pauses have been considered a
key indicator of cognitive effort. Indeed, in writing research pauses are “assumed to provide
us with a window to the cognitive processes underlying language production” (Wengelin
2006: 108, cited in Chukharev-Hudilainen 2014: 64), and they are usually computed,
particularly their frequency, duration and position. Lacruz, Denkowski and Lavie (2014) state
that both average pause ratio (APR), i.e. the average time per pause divided into the average
time per word, and pause to word ratio (PWR), i.e. the number of pauses divided into the
number of words, correlate well with cognitive effort: the lower the APR and the higher the
PWR, the higher the levels of cognitive effort.
Most of the research carried out so far in this area has focused on technical
documents, since this is where machine translation is more extensively used. In the field of
audiovisual translation, studies on post-editing effort are more limited: De Sousa, Aziz and
Specia (2011) compare the temporal effort involved in translating subtitles from English into
Brazilian Portuguese compared to post-editing draft versions produced using translation
tools, both MT and TM. Results show that “translating from scratch consistently takes 70%
longer than post-editing the same sentence” (ibid.: 5). On the other hand, Ortiz-Boix and
Matamala (forthcoming) compare the effort involved in translating wildlife documentary
excerpts compared to post-editing them. Their results seem to indicate that post-editing may
imply less effort than translating, although statistically significant results are not achieved in
all parameters under analysis.

Methodology

This section describes methodological aspects such as the selection of participants, the test
data, the measurement tools, the test development, and the statistical methods. The whole
procedure was approved by the Ethics Committee of the Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona.
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Participants

The participants’ profile was controlled to avoid high variability which could distort the
results of the test. Volunteers were recruited from among native Catalan-speaking students of
an MA in AVT.
Fourteen participants took part in the experiment, but for technical reasons only the
results of twelve could be used. It should also be noted that one task of one participant was
not adequately recorded (translation of clip A), but since the other data were available they
were included in the analysis.
Two participants were male (17%), and ten were female (83%), with a mean age of
25.8 years. All but one had a BA in Translation and Interpreting and all of them finished their
MA in Audiovisual Translation in June 2014, when the test took place. They had the same
experience as far as AVT and AD creation was concerned: only as students had they
translated audiovisual products and created ADs.
In relation to their attitude towards translating ADs and of post-editing machinetranslated ADs, participants showed a general negative prejudice towards post-editing
machine-translated ADs. Prior to the test, when presented with the statement “Machine
translating ADs created in other languages and post-editing them conveniently is useful” and
asked to express their level of agreement on a 5-point Likert scale (1 being “strongly
disagree” and 5, “strongly agree”), two participants (16.6%) chose 1, six participants (50%)
chose 2, and four participants (33.3%) chose 3. When the statement presented was
“Translating ADs created in other languages is useful”, only one participant selected 2
(8.3%), seven selected 3 (58.3%) and four participants (33.3%) selected 4, indicating a more
positive attitude towards human translation. When asked to comment on their choices, they
argued that MT plus PE would lack naturalness, would convey more calques, and the task
itself would often be as time-consuming as creating an AD from scratch.

Test data selection

Three clips from the film Closer (2004, directed by Mike Nichols) were chosen as test data.
This film was selected for various reasons. First, since this experiment was part of a wider
project in which other technologies such as speech recognition (SR) (Delgado, Matamala and
Serrano 2015) and text-to-speech (Fernández-Torné and Matamala 2015) were tested in AD,
a film both in English and in Catalan (dubbed version), with AD in both languages, was
required. Secondly, a film with a non-specific genre addressed to adults was favoured, so that
children films were considered out of scope, and a film within a ‘miscellaneous’ category
according to the classification by Salway et al. (2004) was searched for.
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The clips’ duration was established at approximately three minutes to minimise
participants’ fatigue, as they would have to create, translate and post-edit three different AD
excerpts in just one session. The number of words included in the AD to be translated was
also controlled to balance the test duration, so that in no case would the translation and postediting take longer than one hour. Neutral clips in terms of content were chosen in order to
avoid any potential distraction or offense to the participants. Finally, clip excerpts from the
development of the plot, rather than the beginnings, were chosen as specific constraints are
generally to be found in terms of AD creation at the beginning of a film (Remael and
Vercauteren 2007).
For each clip three versions were available: (1) for the AD creation, the audiovisual
Catalan dubbed version of the excerpts; (2) for the human translation task, the audiovisual
Catalan dubbed version with the audio description in English provided as written text with
time codes. This AD corresponds to the one included in the commercial DVD released in
2005; (3) for the AD PE task, the audiovisual Catalan dubbed version with the audio
description in English, provided as written text with time codes, plus the machine translation
generated by Google Translate of the English AD, also provided as written text with time
codes. Google Translate was chosen as the best free online engine available in the chosen
language pair and domain in a pre-test (Fernández-Torné forthcoming).

Assessment measures

Following Krings (2001), effort was split up into three categories: temporal effort, technical
effort, and cognitive effort. Even though this classification was designed for the assessment
of effort in post-editing tasks, it was also deemed adequate for evaluating creation and
translation efforts, since they can all be considered comparable indicators of text production,
as explained by Dam-Jensen and Heine (2013). According to the authors, there are three
types of text production, i.e. writing, translation and adaptation, which relate differently to
pre-existing texts. In this sense, adaptation – post-editing in our case – “can be seen as an
‘intermediate type’ as it depends on a source text (or more than one), as does translation, but
involves a shift in text type by means of paraphrasing, revising or summarizing” (DamJensen and Heine 2013: 92).
Although “post-editing time, a simple and objective annotation, can reliably indicate
translation post-editing effort in a practical, task-based scenario” (Specia 2011: 73) and can
also be seen “as a way to assess some of the cognitive effort involved in post-editing”
(Koponen et al. 2012: 1), effort was assessed by measuring several parameters from each
category, namely:



Temporal effort: total process time, time spent in Subtitle Workshop.
Technical effort: keyboard actions (including total character types and other
keystrokes), mouse actions (including clicks, movements and scrolls), switches
keyboard to mouse, and total window transitions.
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Cognitive effort: total pause time, mean pause time, number of pauses and
PWR.

All these elements were automatically recorded by the key-logging tool InputLog
5.2.01 (Leijten and Van Waes 2013), and are referred to in the analysis as objective effort.
The total process time was measured to determine the temporal effort. An additional
indicator was the time spent in the software where the actual creation, translation or postediting took place: our belief is that the less the time spent in Subtitle Workshop, the more
temporal effort involved in searching for information or solving doubts on the Internet.
Regarding the technical effort, both keyboard actions (itemising total characters typed
and other keystrokes) and mouse actions (differentiating between clicks, movements and
scrolls) were calculated. Although deletion and insertion operations are considered to be
direct indicators of technical effort (Krings 2001: 179), they could not be recorded in the
selected software. Instead, switches from keyboard to mouse and total number of window
transitions were computed, as these are also operations made during the process.
Concerning cognitive effort, PWR was calculated as the main indicator of cognitive
effort in post-editing (Lacruz, Denkowski and Lavie 2014). Other aspects related to pauses –
total pause time, number of pauses, mean pause time – were also assessed, as pauses have
been found to be good indicators of cognitive demand, not only in writing research but also in
translation (Lacruz, Shreve and Angelone 2012). It must be highlighted at this point that
O’Brien (2006) did not find significant evidence to prove that pauses are actually related to
cognitive effort in post-editing, but since they have largely been proved to correlate well with
cognitive load in both written and spoken language production and translation research, they
were considered in the present study, where they are defined as any scriptural inactivity of
more than 300 ms (Lacruz, Denkowski and Lavie 2014).
Apart from these objective measures, it was considered interesting to assess the
participants’ subjective effort, similar to what De Sousa, Aziz and Specia (2011) did. Data on
participants’ perceived effort and opinions were gathered via a questionnaire administered
after each task, and was compared to the participants’ expected effort and opinions, gathered
also via a questionnaire.

Questionnaire design

A profile questionnaire (PQ) was designed to gather personal information on participants,
such as age, sex, and level of education.
A general questionnaire (GQ) was developed to gather the participants’ attitudes to
post-editing and translating audio descriptions, and their opinions on various aspects both
before performing the test (expectations) and after having performed it (perceptions). The GQ
included four statements for each of the tasks under analysis (AD creation, AD translation,
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AD PE) to which participants had to indicate their level of agreement on a 10-point numerical
scale:





Rate the tasks according to the effort you think they will involve for you
Rate the tasks according to how much you think they will impair creativity
Rate the task according to how much you think they will be boring
Rate the task according to the quality you think they will achieve

A slight variation was included in the GQ to be administered after the experiments: verb
tenses were changed from “will involve” to “have involved”, and an additional open field to
justify their choices was added.
As can be seen from the previous statements, the issues under analysis relate to effort,
creativity impairment, boredom, calque conveyance, and output quality, as these are aspects
often mentioned in relation to post-editing. Subjective ratings were deemed important not
only to complement objective data, but also to check whether their expectations on the tasks
were met and to examine whether their attitudes towards any of the tasks changed once they
had performed them.
Three post-task questionnaires (PTQ) were also designed to obtain data on the
participants’ views immediately after performing each of the tasks. A first set of questions
asked participants to rate their level of agreement with a series of statements on a 5-point
Likert scale, including an open field for comments. The statements read:
a) In the AD creation PTQ:
 The clip was easy to audio describe.
b) In the AD translation PTQ:
 The source text was easy to translate.
 The clip was easy to audio describe departing from the original AD.
c) In the AD PE PTQ:
 The clip was easy to audio describe departing from the MT AD.
 The machine-translated text was easy to post-edit.
 The machine-translated text required no post-editing.
 The machine-translated text was fluent Catalan.
 All the information in the source text was present in the machine-translated
text.
Additionally, in the AD translation and in the AD PE PTQ, a question specifically asked
whether there were any elements participants had had to adapt from the departure text (be it
the English AD or the MT output) and, if so, which. Possible answers included “amount of
information”, “length of descriptions, “frequency of descriptions”, “number of incomplete
sentences (with no verb)”, “register (too formal or too colloquial”), and also an open field.
As can be seen from the previous statements, some of them allowed for an easy
comparison between tasks, for instance in terms of ease.
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Test development

The experiment was carried out in a controlled environment (laboratory conditions),
following a within-subjects design. A pilot test allowed improvements to the experimental
design.
The experiment was divided into two parts. In the first part participants were asked to
fill in the PQ and the GQ. They were then requested to watch the Catalan dubbed version of
the film Closer from beginning to end uninterruptedly, so that they all had the same
contextual information. Then there was a 30-minute break.
In the second part of the experiment, they were asked to create the Catalan AD, to
translate the English AD into Catalan and to fully post-edit the English to Catalan machinetranslated AD of the three three-minute-long excerpts.
The instructions for the AD creation stated that they should deliver a Catalan audio
description according to the Catalan AD style. As for the AD translation, they were told that
an English AD with spotting (time coding of the AD units) would be given to them and their
task was to create a Catalan AD, modifying time-codes and AD units if needed. They were
told that they should adapt the original AD to the Catalan AD style, which should fit with the
Catalan dubbed version provided. The same instructions were used for the AD PE task.
Moreover, the following specific guidelines inspired by the works of O’Brien (2010), TAUS
and CNGL (2010), Specia (2011), De Sousa, Aziz, and Specia (2011) and Housley (2012)
were included for PE:







Perform the minimum amount of editing necessary to make the AD translation ready
for voicing retaining as much raw translation as possible
Aim for grammatically, syntactically and semantically correct translation.
Ensure that no information has been accidentally added or omitted.
Ensure that the message transferred is accurate.
Ensure that key terminology is correctly translated.
Basic rules regarding spelling, punctuation and hyphenation apply.

The order of the tasks and clips was balanced across participants. Participants were
asked
to
perform
all
three
tasks
using
Subtitle
Workshop
2.51
(http://subworkshop.sourceforge.net/index), a software they were all familiar with. Although
it is a subtitling software, Subtitle Workshop was chosen because it includes an integrated
video player and allows inserting or editing time codes where appropriate for the
synchronisation of the audio description.
After performing each task, a PTQ was administered to all participants. Once all tasks
were finished, they were asked to complete the GQ, as described in the previous sub-section.
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Statistical methods

Descriptive statistics (mean, median, standard deviation, minimum and maximum) were
computed for all quantitative variables. A bivariate analysis was performed to determine the
relationship between each variable and the task being performed. For the comparison of the
tasks, a repeated measures model was used, taking into account that each participant had
performed all three tasks. All results were obtained using SAS, v9.3 (SAS Institute Inc., Cary,
NC, USA). For the decisions, significance level was fixed at 0.05.

Results and discussion

This section presents and discusses the results in the three tasks under analysis: AD creation,
AD translation, and AD PE. Objective effort results are presented first, followed by the
analysis of subjective effort and participants’ views. When differences between tasks are
statistically significant, it is explicitly mentioned in the discussion. Non-statistically
significant data are also provided because they may illustrate relevant differences in the
processes.

Objective effort

Temporal effort
Mean total process times for the AD creation and AD PE tasks were quite close to each other:
2,696.880 seconds (44.95 minutes) was the mean total process time for AD creation, whereas
2,666.695 seconds (44.44 minutes) was the total for the AD PE task. Although the figure for
AD translation was higher (2,919.641 seconds, i.e. 48.66 minutes), there were no statistically
significant differences among the three tasks.
The amount of time spent in Subtitle Workshop, where the actual task was to be
performed, was also calculated. AD PE and AD translation presented a closer mean time
(2,238.552 seconds, i.e. 37.31 minutes, and 2,245.303 seconds, i.e. 37.42 minutes,
respectively) spent on the software, and for AD creation the time spent was only slightly
higher (2,415.218 seconds, 40.25). Again, the difference was not statistically significant.
When calculating relative values (see Figure 1), it was observed that in AD creation
participants spent 90% of the time in Subtitle Workshop, which means it was the task
requiring less research on the Internet, whereas AD translation was the task requiring most
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time outside Subtitle Workshop (33%). Post-editing was somewhere in between, dedicating
84% to the Subtitle Workshop and 16% to searching the Internet. These results can be seen as
a logical consequence of the processes associated with each task: while AD can be considered
a creative and introspective task, translation is usually associated with dictionary searches
and on-line consultations. On the other hand, PE mainly implies rewording, word reordering
and error correction, which do not necessarily involve as many Internet searches.

100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
Time spent outside
Subtitle Workshop (s)

50%
40%

Time spent in Subtitle
Workshop (s)

30%
20%
10%
0%
AD creation

AD
translation

MT AD PE

Figure 1 Time spent inside and outside Subtitle Workshop

Globally, although differences were not statistically significant, AD post-editing was
the task that presented the lowest total process time and therefore, the least temporal effort.

Technical effort
Taking all keyboard actions as a whole, AD creation rendered the highest number of
keyboard actions, with an average of 2,948.417. AD translation had an average of 2,656.545
actions, while AD PE presented only 1,973 actions on average. However, only the difference
between AD creation and AD PE was statistically significant.
When only the total number of characters typed (including spaces) was taken into
consideration, AD PE showed a significantly lower number of characters than the other two
tasks: a mean total number of 885.083 characters typed against 1,520 for AD creation and
1,763.727 for AD translation. As for the rest of keystrokes, AD translation showed the lowest
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number of keystrokes on average, with only 892.818, followed by AD PE (1,087.917) and
AD creation (1,428.417). Even though the results for AD creation were higher, there were no
statistically significant differences between any of the tasks.
Mouse actions presented quite similar mean figures: 1,473.667 for AD creation,
1,556.583 for AD PE and 1,666.545 for AD translation. In this respect, clicks and movements
did not show significant differences either, but scrolls did (see Table 1). AD creation (23.417
scrolls on average) was statistically lower than both AD translation (65 scrolls) and postediting (58.667 scrolls).
Concerning the number of switches from keyboard to mouse, all means ranged from
209 to 232, showing no statistically significant difference. It was in the total number of
window transitions that significant differences were to be found again: AD translation
presented a statistically higher number of transitions (209.727) than AD creation (99.167),
but not AD PE (141). This result is in line with the distribution of time spent inside and
outside Subtitle Workshop: AD creation was the task which spent proportionally more time
in Subtitle Workshop and it was also the task showing the lowest amount of transitions, with
the post-editing task falling between AD creation and AD translation.
Globally, in relation to technical effort, post-editing was statistically the least
keyboard intensive task, with significantly the lowest number of characters typed, in
accordance with O’Brien’s (2010) findings. It was also the task entailing fewer mouse clicks
and fewer switches from keyboard to mouse, while the rest of the values were not the highest
for the three tasks in any case. All this seems to indicate that post-editing is the task involving
less technical effort.

Cognitive effort
Concerning the mean total pause time, post-editing showed the lowest mean total pause time
(1,394.345 seconds, i.e. 23.24 minutes), followed by AD translation (1,504.525 seconds, i.e.
25.08 minutes) and AD creation (1,625.437 seconds, i.e. 27.09 minutes). AD PE also
presented the lowest mean number of pauses (961.083), although both AD creation and AD
translation were not far away from that figure, presenting a very similar mean number of
pauses (1,031.583 and 1,035.091, respectively). The mean time of such pauses did not differ
much either: while AD PE presented the lowest mean pause time (1.505 seconds), AD
translation had a mean pause time of 1.514 seconds and AD creation, of 1.724 seconds. No
statistically significant differences were found in any of these items.
In connection with the pause to word ratio (PWR), AD PE showed a statistically
lower mean ratio (4.081) than AD creation (6.009), but not AD translation (4.591).
It was deemed interesting to see whether the distribution between the time spent
pausing and the time devoted to active writing diverged from task to task. AD creation
seemed to be assigning more time to pauses (60.27%), while AD translation and post-editing
devoted just a little more than half of the time to pausing (51.53% and 52.29% respectively)
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(see Figure 2). Even though the difference was not significant, it is important to highlight that
the task of creation involves more pausing than writing, which might be an indicator of a
higher cognitive effort.

100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%

Total writing
time(s)(pauses>300ms)

40%

Total pause time(s)>300ms

30%
20%
10%
0%
AD creation

AD translation

MT AD PE

Figure 2 Distribution of pausing and writing during each task

Temporal effort

All these data seem to indicate that post-editing was the least effort-involving task,
especially if we focus on a key indicator such as PWR: AD PE presented the lowest number
of pauses and the highest number of words, resulting in the lowest PWR, which is associated
with low levels of cognitive effort. Conversely, AD creation seems to be the most demanding
cognitively. Table 1 presents an overview of objective results.

total process time (seconds)

time spent in Subtitle
Workshop (seconds)

AD creation

AD
translation

AD postediting

2,696.880

2,919.641

2,666.695

(44.95
minutes)

(48.66
minutes)

(44.44
minutes)

2,415.218

2,245.303

2,238.552
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Technical effort

(40.25
minutes)

(37.42
minutes)

(37.31
minutes)

keyboard actions

2,948.417

2,656.545

1,973.000

total number of characters
typed (including spaces)

1,520.000

1,763.727

885.083

other keystrokes

1,428.417

892.818

1,087.917

mouse actions

1,473.667

1,666.545

1,556.583

615.333

616.364

567.000

3.833

4.727

2.500

movements

831.083

980.455

928.417

scrolls

23.417

65.000

58.667

switches from keyboard to
mouse

231.333

223.182

209.583

window transitions

99.167

209.727

141.000

1,625.437

1,504.525

1,394.345

(27.09
minutes)

(25.08
minutes)

(23.24
minutes

1,031.583

1,035.091

961.083

mean pause time (seconds)

1.724

1.514

1.505

pause to word ratio

6.009

4.591

4.081

left clicks
right and middle clicks

Cognitive effort

total pause time (seconds)

number of pauses

Table 1 Overview of objective effort assessment results

Subjective effort and participants’ opinions

Beyond objective effort, this research aimed to go a step further and gather data on
participants’ subjective views on effort and other relevant aspects. First of all, a comparison
of the replies to the GQ, before and after the experiment, is presented, focusing first on effort
and then on other items such as the degree of creativity impairment each task involves,
boredom, calque conveyance, and final quality. Secondly, the participants’ opinions after
each task are analysed, adopting a contrastive approach where possible.
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General questionnaire responses
Quantitative data on the participants’ expected effort (prior to the tasks) and perceived effort
(after the task) was gathered through a questionnaire, which included also an open field to
justify their choices in its post-task version. Opinions on other aspects were also gathered.
Table 2 shows the means and medians obtained for each item under analysis before and after
performing the tasks, on a 10-point scale where 1 is the lowest value. In the case of final
quality, however, it must be clarified that “best quality” was number 1 whilst “worst quality”
was number 10.

AD creation

Effort involved

Creativity
impairment
Boredom

Calque
conveyance

Final quality

AD translation

AD post-editing

Pre

Post

Pre

Post

Pre

Post

Mean

8.25

7.17

6.17

5.58

6.50

7.50

Median

8

7

6

6

6

8

Mean

3.09

3.82

7.45

7.27

8.45

9.36

Median

3

4

8

7

9

10

Mean

2.09

1.82

4.18

4.18

6.73

7.27

Median

2

2

4

4

6

8

Mean

1.25

2.00

5.25

5.42

6.93

8.33

Median

1

1.5

5

5

7

9

Mean

1.67

2.58

2.75

3.25

4.83

5.08

Median

2

2

2.5

3

4.5

5

Table 2 Comparison of opinions before and after the experiment

Results indicate that participants expected AD PE to be the task that would impair
their creativity the most and would convey more calques. They also expected it to be the most
boring task, and the one delivering the worst output quality, and involving more effort.
However, in terms of effort, once the experiment was finished, both AD creation and
translation were perceived as involving less effort than expected (mean=8.25 and 6.17 prior
to the test to 7.17 and 5.58 after the test), while PE AD showed the opposite trend (6.50
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changed into 7.50), becoming the task involving more effort according to our sample of
participants. Regarding the other indicators, they all showed a clear evolution towards worse
PE ratings after performing the task. This was also the case for most indicators in AD
creation and AD translation, except for creativity impairment in AD translation (7.45 prior to
the test, 7.27 after), and boredom in both AD translation (4.18 both prior and after the test)
and AD creation (2.09 into 1.82). One possible explanation for this trend is the lack of
experience of our participants.
As regards open questions that provide qualitative data, the fact that time codes were
already given to participants both in the translation and post-editing tasks was often stressed
as an advantage as far as effort was concerned, but the poor quality of the machine-translated
text was seen as a drawback since “while a few sentences were translated correctly, most of
them had mistakes or the structure needed changes” (Participant 3). Qualitative answers also
reinforced the idea of post-editing being the most creativity-impairing task as it imposes “a
constraint to the final text” (Participant 7). However, some participants pointed to the
instruction indicating them to keep as much raw MT text as possible as the reason behind this
creativity impairment rather than the actual usage of MT, which comes to show the
importance and impact of instructions not only in the research arena but also in the
professional world.
In connection with the degree of boredom of the tasks, responses reasserted that “[t]he
AD creation task is the least boring task” (Participant 5) since “the more creative you can be,
the less boring the activity will be” (Participant 7), which seems to indicate they enjoyed it
more, although enjoyment was not directly assessed in the questionnaire. They also agreed in
terms of conveying calques that “[i]n both the translation and the MT AD post-editing you
risk to use [sic] calques because you do not create a new text, but depart from a source text in
a foreign language” (Participant 9), and that “MT AD lacks quality because the
audiodescriber [sic] departs from a text which is not perfectly translated” (Participant 9).
On the basis of the above, it seems that post-editing was the task involving the most
subjective effort of all and presenting more drawbacks, which contrasts with objective data
analysed previously.

Post-task questionnaires analysis
One of the questions included in all three post-task questionnaires assessed how easy
participants felt a particular task was, immediately after performing it. Although not
explicitly mentioning effort in the statement, this measure can somehow be linked to the
effort participants perceived in the task. Figure 3 shows how many participants selected a
specific value on a 5-point Likert scale for each task, 1 being “strongly disagree” and 5 being
“strongly agree”.
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Figure 3 Self-reported ease of audio description in each scenario

The frequency chart indicates a higher variability in the answers for the post-editing
task, ranging from 1 to 5 with the same number of participants selecting 2 and 4 (four
participants), for instance. Regarding translation, the chosen values range from 3 to 5,
showing that participants find it an easy task in a more unified way. Despite participants not
having been trained in translating audio descriptions, they have a strong background and
translation training, and this possibly affects the results. Finally, regarding AD creation, the
vast majority selected 4 (7 out of 12), proving again that this is viewed as an easier task
compared with post-editing, despite having only taken one course on audio description at MA
level. When mean and median values are considered, the results are the following: AD
creation (mean=3.75, median=4), AD translation (mean=4.08, median=4), AD PE
(mean=3.17, median=3.5). Two additional statements looked further into the ease of the task:
on the one hand, participants were asked their level of agreement with the statement “The
source text was easy to translate”, obtaining a mean value of 4.08 and a median of 4. When
the same formulation was used for post-editing (“The machine-translated text was easy to
post-edit”), the values were 2.67 and 2.5, respectively. This proves again how translation is
perceived as an easier task than post-editing, at least when referring to the texts provided in
the experiment. Needless to say that many factors can impact on these results: on the one
hand, previous training of the participants; on the other, the quality of the machine translation
output. In this regard, when participants were asked to report their level of agreement with
the statement “The machine-translated text required no post-editing” on a 5-point Likert
scale, values were almost the lowest possible (mean= 1.08, median=1). In response to the
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sentence “The machine-translated text was fluent Catalan”, the mean was 1.75 and the
median was 2, and figures were slightly higher when assessing the statement “All the
information in the source text was present in the machine-translated text” (mean=3.25,
median=3.5).

Conclusions

This article has presented an experiment in which the efforts of creating an AD, translating an
AD and post-editing a machine-translated AD were compared, with the ultimate aim of
exploring whether machine translation could be satisfactorily deployed in audio description.
After presenting an overview of the current state of the art, and describing the experimental
design, results were discussed.
Post-editing is generally considered to be faster than human translation (Daems et al.
2015: 31), and many existing experiments prove this (de Sousa, Aziz and Specia 2011,
Koglin 2015). In our test, despite being the fastest option, the differences are extremely low:
on average post-editing takes only four minutes less than translating, and the difference
between post-editing and creating an AD is just a few seconds. However, other indicators
tend to present wider differences, and both technical and cognitive effort seem to be less
demanding in post-editing. Moreover, even though no statistically significant differences
were found in most cases – probably due to sample size limitations –, post-editing is usually
the task displaying the most homogeneous results and, therefore, less variability, which
makes the mean values obtained more reliable. It would therefore seem that implementing
machine translation for audio description may be a feasible solution, or at least one which
merits further investigation.
Nonetheless, if subjective effort assessments are to be considered, post-editing is
generally expected to be the most demanding task in terms of effort, an idea that is reinforced
once the task is performed, when the effort perception has the lowest value. This is in sharp
contrast with objective data, and makes us think of the need to carry out studies which not
only provide numerical data on already established indicators that can be objectively
measured but also gather feed-back from users. New technological solutions cannot only be
measured in terms of time or productivity, and this also applies to a possible implementation
of machine translation in the audio description field.
Due to its exploratory nature, this experiment has several limitations, opening the door
to further research. First of all, as already stated above – and despite it being common
practice in this kind of research (Temizöz 2012) –, the small sample size does not allow
statistically robust conclusions to be drawn. A larger sample would allow for sounder
extrapolations to be made.
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Secondly, the participants’ profile has undoubtedly had an impact on the results. It
was decided to use postgraduate students from the same MA programme in order to ensure a
uniformly comparable sample. It remains to be seen what would happen if more experienced
translators, post-editors or audio describers were selected for the test rather than AV students.
One could hypothesise that time spent on the tasks by professionals compared with novices
would be lower, as demonstrated by Moorkens and O’Brien (2015), but, as the same authors
point out, professional attitudes towards technology may be more negative. Additionally, it
would be interesting to find out whether there would be any differences between
professionals with different profiles (audio describers, translators, post-editors), as it would
be considerably more difficult to find professionals with completely comparable experience
in these three fields.
Thirdly, evaluating the output quality, not just the process, as in this paper, would be a
necessary next step. Assessing the output for the three scenarios under analysis, both by
experts and by end users – mainly blind and visually impaired audiences –, would
undoubtedly offer more information on this topic.
Finally, it would be worthwhile replicating the same experiment with other data sets
and language pairs, to get a wider overview of the possibilities of machine translation in this
new field. Many research possibilities emerge, but this paper can be considered a first step in
a rather under-researched topic in the field of audiovisual translation.
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